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With bright colors and animal 
motifs being major themes across 
boys’ and girls’ fashion for Spring ’15, 
it might seem like little has changed 
since you were a kid, but chances are 
you never had the opportunity to wear 
the sophisticated silk jackets, funky 
fringe sandals or dark and edgy tees 
that are invigorating the children’s 
market. u Inspired by princesses, 
punks, crayon boxes and exotic 
locales, here are the color and print 
stories poised to captivate young 
shoppers next spring.



After a Spring ’14 season packed with flamboyant 
tropical bird and floral motifs, children’s labels are 
looking toward the warm hues and artisan prints of 
Pacific Asia to inspire designs for globetrotting tots. 

Prints and pattern mixing help tell the global story, 
including hand-woven Madras from India coupled 
with traditional Indian block prints, and tropical 
foliage by the likes of Holt and Lulu done up in an 
unexpected earthy color palette. Prints of vintage 
maps add a sense of discovery to simple garments 
like T-shirt dresses, one-piece swim suits and 
T-shirts, while pineapple motifs brings a touch of 
comical whimsy to the tourist look. For girls, 
iridescent, silk sari-inspired fabrications deliver a 
regal feel to special occasion dresses and skirts.   

Animal prints play a crucial role, however, photo real 
prints of panda bears, lions and tigers replace 
traditional leopard and cheetah prints. New York 
City-based Milk on the Rocks walks on the wild side 
by adding tiger heads and tails to its range of 
high-end sneakers. Fringe and delicate beading add 
an exotic look to leather sandals. 

MAP QUEST

Parrot Italy
Roberto Cavalli
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Before neon hues burn out completely, designers 
are pairing hints of eclectic yellow, lime green and 
hot pink with gray and white. The unexpected color 
combinations cast a downtown cool vibe to girls’ 
dresses and accessories, while in boys’, smacks of 
cool country club kid. However, the pairings are at 
their strongest in unisex baby threads. Finely knitted 
cashmere softens the neon glow.

NEON DASH

neon accessories 
are an inexpensive
way to make a 
classic look trendy

p

From blouses to swim, spring is blooming with 
three-dimensional floral embellishments. But don’t 
expect a typical bouquet of roses and daisies—
these wispy yet dense petals create a ruffle-like 
texture. Feather-light materials, like chiffon, add 
movement and flutter down the runway. In swim, the 
scrunched blossoms deliver a kitschy, retro feel. 

PETAL POWER

light and airy bunches of 
petals add create a soft and 
luxurious texture

t

Parrot Italy

Limeapple

Il Gufo



Call it the Frozen effect. The animated Disney movie 
about two royal sisters—one being an ice 
princess—has enchanted the young and younger 
since it debuted last year, and now its frosty fashion 
is casting a spell over the market.

Designers are incorporating more shades of light 
blue—from icy silver to vibrant takes on Robin’s Egg 
blue—into their girls’ apparel offering cool 
alternatives in a category oversaturated with pink 
and fuchsia. The color is especially striking in special 
occasion wear, where it naturally lends itself to 
sparkly tonal sequins, shiny silks, frothy tulle and a 
smattering of diamond-like crystals.

Look for pale shades of ocean blue in girls’ 
sportswear to be contrasted with coral, yellow and 
lavender graphics, color blocking or accessories. 
Footwear brands, including Nina Kids, are using 
light blue in both boys’ and girls’ casual styles. 
Expect to see blue metallic leather sandals and all 
over chunky blue and silver glitter on skate-inspired 
slip on sneakers—one kids’ footwear silhouette that 
doesn’t cool off any time soon. 

ICE ICE  BABY

Parrot Italy

Miss Blumarine

Stella M’Lia

Stella M’Lia

Nina

Elements by Nina



Blame it on Sharknado. Shark themes have 
taken a bite out of boys’ fashion for summer. 
Toothy graphics depicting the hungry fish 
naturally lend themselves to the perennial 
demand for nautical stripes and beach-friendly 
tees, but this time around, jolts of turquoise 
and red adds a bright and comical feel.   

SHARK ATTACK

Girls’ party frocks are set aglow with toned down 
metallic shades of gray, clay, pewter and silver. 
While the materials—be it sequins, silk, brocade 
or gauzy linen—shimmer like diamonds, the 
soothing neutral shades blend seamlessly with 
fantastical tutu skirts and rolled boyfriend jeans, 
or stand elegantly on their own. Expect to see 
this sophisticated take on ‘bling’ to be carried 
into Holiday, paired with velvets and tweeds. 

NATURAL BEAUTY

Kleinfeld Pink

Miss Grant

Il Gufo

Lemon Loves Lime

King of Harts



The dark side calls. To counter the season’s 
perennial happy-go-lucky brights, designers are 
exploring their inner emo child with edgy yet 
quirky motifs that would make even the most 
hard-edged Goth crack a smirk. 

Look for aggressive, graffiti-inspired prints, like 
Salt Lake Emporium’s flying monkey cloaked with 
a bandana, to toughen up super soft T-shirts, 
or surreal Dali-esque artwork by the likes of 
One Black Egg to offer unisex options in casual 
loungewear. 

Skull and cross bone prints are far from new in 
childrenswear, but this season’s iterations take a 
more industrialized, almost Steampunk vibe with 
skeletal keys and touches of mechanical grinds 
to the punk classic. Phliippe Plein takes the 
ghoulish motif a step further incorporating it into 
an all-over dollar print, replacing presidents’ 
portraits with skulls. Other brands simplify the 
story with straightforward, graphic prints like Xs 
and Os and Zorro-inspired masks. Contrasting 
black and white adds to the drama.

Distressed denim—whether paint splatter, ripped, 
scratch—are cuffed and outfitted with 
suspenders. Athletic silhouettes, from organic 
cotton T-shirts, jogger pants and leggings to 
cashmere shawl cardigans and jersey hoodies, 
relaxes the heavy look. 

On the dressier end, gray Neoprene dresses and 
skirts, mesh details, fantastical digital prints of 
stormy clouds and floating feathers and accents 
of silver and gold metallic foil feminize garments. 
Accessories, like hats and backpacks with cat 
and bat ears, add a sense of dark humor.

The theme’s overall muted palette creates a 
cinematic feel à la classic art house films with 
gray, heather gray, black and white being the 
prime foundation. Gray blue, red and lime yellow 
are accent hues for both boys and girls. 

ART FORUM

One Black 
Egg

Il Gufo

Il Gufo

Philippe
Plein

Beau Loves



A fearless approach to color intensifies kids’ basics. 
Look for shades of candy apple red, cobalt blue, 
yellow, orange and Kelly green to stretch across 
boys’ and girls’ fashion, replacing last year’s pops of 
neon, which are on a slow burn out of fashion.

This new class of brights take on a lacquered finish 
thanks to sporty touches of puffer coat-like nylon 
and glossy tricot on lightweight jackets, dresses 
and backpacks. With neoprene, hues appear to 
be at their most saturated. Mesh and even tulle, 
when dyed in hyper-bright shades of orange and 
lime, also lend an athletic vibe, and in the ultimate 
mashup of styles, expect to see cobalt blue and red 
sequins blanket athletic ringer T-shirts and hoodies. 

Simple one-color prints like triangles, zigzags and 
polka dots add visual interest to this theme. Placed 
against a solid white, the designs take on a Roy 
Lichtenstein-inspired pop art influence. 

Colorblocking continues to be important, but look 
for it in the form of contrast lining on a lightweight 
jacket, or as multi-colored stitching along the hem 
of a dress.

Accessories are a major piece to the puzzle. Look 
for hi-top sneakers with tonal uppers and outsoles, 
solid color rain boots with a matte finish and 
colorful jelly sandals. Backpacks are not just for 
school anymore. A new crop made with hot hues 
delivers a cool kid vibe to casual weekend 
ensembles. Dare to pair two different color socks, 
of the same height and material, for a statement-
making look. 

COLOR ME RAD

King of Harts

Glossy Chick
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To counter the season’s infusion of tropical hues, 
white is a popular blank canvas for designers’ 
wondrous creations, especially in the special 
occasion category. Spring—gleefully known to 
retailers as communion, graduation and wedding 
shopping season—typically calls for white, but this 
season’s crop of frocks is turned up a decimal with 
intricate tulle tiers, chiffon and paper-like accordion 
pleats. The frothy confections are accented with 
three-dimensional flowers, often on sashes or as 
whimsical headpieces.

A white story is incomplete without lace. Lace 
overlays on silk bodices create a regal brocade feel 
to party dresses. Gathered lace hems tell a 
bohemian and romantic story. In line with the 
ongoing athleisure trend, expect to see sportier 
alternatives to dresswear. Miss Blumarine 
showcased all lace shorts with matching blouses 
and topcoats. Pockets and scrunched up sleeves 
finessed the relax look. 

White eyelet returns, in an edgier way than we 
normally see, on cropped motorcycle jackets. For 
a sweeter look, designers added detachable Peter 
Pan collars and exaggerated scallop hems to 
Sixties-inspired shift dresses.

On the uber casual end, look for simple sneakers—
from Keds’ canvas kicks to all white Converse All 
Stars—to pick up momentum.    

SNOW  WHITE

Kleinfeld 
Pink

Parrot Italy Miss Grant

Miss
Blumarine

Magpie &
Mabel

Parrot Italy
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For a number of spring/summer seasons 
women’s, men’s and children’s labels have culled 
inspiration from Brazil’s lush tropical landscapes 
and flamboyant use of color. And while the loud 
look is trailing off making way for more global 
influences, the trend will live on for Spring ’15 
with a focus on psychedelic and digital prints. 
Toucans, pineapples, palm fronds and exotic 
flowers are just some of the motifs taking flight. 

The tropical trend is at its funkiest on sportier 
styles, like sweatshirts, rash guards, bikinis and 
board shorts. Some of the best iterations are 
found on footwear. Slip-on sneakers and 
Teva-inspired sport sandals feature ethnic prints 
in 80s-era color blasts, while bright licks of 
yellow, teal and even metallic tie-dye—some 
embellished with crystals—lend a luxurious resort 
vibe to girls’ sandals. 

HOT  TROPICS

Philippe Plein

Philippe Plein

Il Gufo
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In terms of dress, kids can either dress up or play 
dress-up with two very distinct looks for spring. 
Channeling 90s-era Versace, designers like Philippe 
Plein are linking photo-real prints of gold chains with 
shimmering baubles and yacht-inspired nautical themes, 
bringing a dash of overt glam to sportswear separates. 
Similarly, lustrous satin peacock prints on dresses, and 
tucked into the lining of boys’ suiting, adds regal flair to 
staid gray wool. 

Quiet in color, but flamboyant in details, girls’ designers 
take a more old-world, romantic approach to opulent 
dressing with intricate lace collars, gathered sleeves, floral 
sashes and sweeping capes. The over-the-top, 
memorable flower girl looks would upstage any bride. 

OPULENCE  
OVERDRIVE

yellow gold tells a rich 
and regal story for boys 
and girls
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FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT CHILDRENSWEAR TRENDS, 
CONTACT ANGELA@SOURCINGJOURNALONLINE.COM
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